






















Retrospective	correction	of	motion	and	temporal	B0	changes		We	assume	the	motion	can	be	well	described	by	a	rigid	body	transformation19	! " = $ " !% + '(")	,	where	$	is	a	rotation	matrix	and	'	a	translation	vector.		Keeping	in	mind	the	implicit	time	dependence	of	the	various	variables,	including	*,		the	signal	y	measured	in	coil	c	at	k-space	position	*	is	related	to	the	non-moving	object	+	by		 y- * = ./ ! + ! exp −426 $7 ⋅ ! − ' + ∆:; ! <= + >?@A BC!																					 	1	 	where	./ 	is	the	receive	coil	sensitivity	(assumed	to	be	quasi-invariant	under	motion),	<=	is	the	echo-time,	>?@	is	the	readout	component	of	*,	and	G	is	the	readout	gradient	amplitude.		Neglecting	phase	accumulation	during	readout,	only	temporal	variations	of	∆:; ! 	induce	image	artifacts.	Furthermore,	these	are	generally	well	represented	by	low	order	spherical	harmonics8	.	Approximating	∆:;	to	its	first	order	components		
	 ∆:; !, " = G; " + H " ⋅ !	 (	2	)	allows	for	an	efficient	reconstruction	using	a	nuFFT20	operator	with	ten	time-dependent	parameters:	six	for	motion	and	four	for	dynamic	field	variations.	In	k-space,	G;	and	'	contribute	to	a	phase	correction	term,	whereas	$	and	H		respectively	amount	to	local	rotations	and	shifts.		
FatNav	protocol	and	image	reconstruction		The	navigator	protocol	was	a	highly	accelerated	double-echo	3D	GRE	with	a	1-2-1	binomial	fat	excitation	pulse.	It	was	chosen	as	a	compromise	between	voxel	size,	phase	evolution	time	and	total	acquisition	time21.	Parameters	were:	3.94	mm	isotropic	resolution,	64x64x48	full	matrix	size,	¾	partial	Fourier	undersampling	along	both	phase	encode	directions,	FA	=	5°,	TE1	/	TE2	/	TR	=	1.16	/	4.16	/	5.4	ms,	readout	bandwidth	of	3910	Hz/pixel,	and	4x4	GRAPPA	acceleration,	leading	to	a	volume	acquisition	time	of	583.2	ms.	GRAPPA	calibration	lines	were	acquired	separately	as	a	prescan.	An	equivalent	single	echo	FatNav	would	take	260	ms	to	acquire.	FatNav	reconstruction	was	performed	as	follows:	first,	GRAPPA	was	applied	to	recover	fully	sampled	k-space,	from	which	square-root	sum-of-squares	(RSS)	volumes	of	the	first	echo	were	co-registered	using	the	realign	tool	in	SPM	(Statistical	Parametric	Mapping,	version	12,	registration	parameters:	2	mm	resolution	interpolation,	3	mm	smoothing	window)	to	obtain	motion	estimates.	Then,	again	from	the	fully	sampled	k-space,	we	directly	reconstructed	all	channels	c	and	echoes	E	for	each	volume	using	a	nuFFT	with	the	associated	motion	parameters.	The	resulting	complex	images	I/ J, = 	are	therefore	co-registered	with	the	motion	reference	volume	(the	selection	of	which	is	explained	below)	directly	in	the	image	reconstruction.	The	final	field	map	:;	for	a	given	volume	was	defined	by	




	 WX/Y = W[/ + 26∆:;<=Y 	 (	4	)	where	W[/is	the	change	of	receiver	phase	due	to	motion	and	∆:;	is	the	local	temporal	variation	of	field.	Therefore,	in	the	case	of	negligible	receive	phase	change,	tracking	temporal	changes	in	the	field	rather	than	absolute	values	does	not	require	the	use	of	the	second	echo.	Indeed,	letting	I/,\ 	be	the	first	echo	image	of	the	reference	volume	for	the	receive	coil	c,	then	the	field	variation	map	∆:;	can	be	defined	as	
	 26<=M∆:; J = NOP 		 1Q/ 	I/ J, =M ∗	I/,\ J|I/ J, =M |TU/VM 			 .	 (	5	)	Additionally,	using	both	FatNav	echoes	it	is	also	possible	to	derive	a	W[/ 	map,	allowing	for	a	correction	of	the	host	data	which	incorporates	both	contributions	to	the	temporal	phase	changes	(changes	in	receiver	phase	as	well	as	changes	in	B0).	However,	we	found	that	the	magnitude	of	W[/ 	was	not	large	enough	to	make	a	noticeable	difference	in	the	corrected	host	data	(see	Appendix	1	for	estimation	of	expected	magnitude	for	W[/).	We	therefore	used	Equation	(3)	for	the	dual-echo	estimates	of	∆:;	and	Equation	(5)	for	single-echo	estimates	of	∆:;–	which	is	sufficient	for	the	purposes	of	correcting	the	host	data	as	the	‘absolute’	value	of	B0	is	not	required.		
Experiment	1:	Determining	the	accuracy	of	field	monitoring		In	order	to	estimate	the	accuracy	of	the	field	monitoring,	we	acquired	72	consecutive	FatNavs	(after	steady	state	was	reached),	where	every	other	volume	had	a	predetermined	offset	of	one	of	the	imaging	gradients.	In	order	to	diminish	the	motion-related	field	changes	which	would	reduce	the	apparent	accuracy	of	the	method,	visual	inspection	of	the	motion	parameters	ensured	that	no	large	motion	occurred	during	these	acquisitions.	These	gradient	offsets	values	were	chosen	in	the	(-50,50)	Hz/m	range.	Due	to	time	considerations,	not	all	offsets	values	for	all	directions	were	acquired	for	each	volunteer.	However,	a	20	Hz/m	offset	for	each	direction	was	always	acquired	for	the	four	volunteers	who	completed	this	experiment	to	allow	direct	comparison	between	subjects.	This	corresponds	approximately	to	the	typical	natural	breathing	range	in	the	z	direction	at	7T.	Using	the	same	value	for	the	x	and	y	directions	allows	assessment	of	whether	the	method	might	also	show	some	systematic	anisotropy.	Two	different	methods	were	investigated	for	estimation	of	the	gradient	offset	amplitude	and	the	associated	error.	Let	^_	` = 1, … ,2Q		be	some	field	coefficient	as	defined	in	equation	(	2	),	where	Q	is	the	number	of	control/offset	volumes	pairs.	We	constructed	a	sequence	of	field	coefficient	differences	B_	which	represents	the	measured	field	temporal	variation.	Two	construction	methods	were	investigated:	the	first	method	uses	the	consecutive	volume	difference	(CVD)	sequence	B_ = 	 ^L_ − 	^L_bM		, ` = 1, … , Q		.	It	assumes	the	field	change	is	exclusively	due	to	the	gradient	current	offset	during	the	measurement	time	of	this	pair	of	volumes.	However,	residual	breathing	effects	are	bound	to	be	captured	as	well,	thereby	diminishing	the	apparent	precision	of	the	offset	estimate	given	by	the	CVD	method.	The	second	method,	dubbed	double	linear	interpolation	difference	(DLID),	tries	to	evaluate	consecutive	FatNavs	of	the	same	kind	(control	or	offset)	at	the	same	time	point	than	the	sandwiched	FatNav	(offset	or	control)	before	doing	the	difference.	Mathematically	the	sequence	studied	is	
	 B_ = ML ^_ + ^_cL − 	^_cM			, `	dBB	^_cM − ML ^_ + ^_cL 			, `	efe` 			` = 1, … ,2Q − 2.	 (	6	)	Given	the	short	volume	acquisition	time	of	the	FatNavs,	this	method	is	assumed	to	interpolate	any	residual	breathing-related	field	change,	and	thus	allow	a	less	biased	statistical	analysis	(under	the	hypothesis	of	independent	uniformly	distributed	noise	realizations).			
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The	accuracy	of	the	method	was	defined	from	the	root-mean-square-error	(RMSE)	of	the	error	sequence	given	by	B_ − <,	where	T	is	the	known	input	offset	(either	zero	or	equal	to	the	chosen	linear	offset).	This	RMSE	is	necessarily	larger	than	the	true	precision	of	the	method,	as	the	following	argument	demonstrates.	Let		^Y = gY +		<Y + 	hY 	with	gY 	the	physiological	contribution	to	the	field	change,	<Y 	the	offset	(0	or	the	input	offset),	and	hY 	the	error.	Assuming	the	sums	of	mixed	terms	of	the	form	gYhi 	to	be	negligible,	which	is	equivalent	to	the	independence	of	the	physiological	field	change	and	the	noise	realization,	the	RMSE	of	the	DLID	is	given	by			
	 	$jk= = 12Q − 2 12 g_ + g_cL − 	g_cM L + 12 h_ + h_cL − 	h_cM LLTbLYVM .	 (	7	)	
White	uncorrelated	noise	thereby	implies	$jk= = CL < hL >		in	the	case	of	perfect	physiological	contributions	suppression.	In	practice	the	suppression	is	certainly	not	perfect,	and	the	RMSE	is	larger	than	the	precision	of	the	method	itself.	We	define	the	field	change	coefficient	precision,	noted	h,	as	






















Appendix	1	–	Estimation	of	change	in	coil	phase	due	to	subject	motion	We	can	estimate	the	local	change	in	coil	phase	at	a	particular	position	within	the	head,	W[/ ,	for	some	moderate	motion	WJ	as		W[/ = Lrs WJ	where	t	is	the	distance	over	which	the	phase	changes	by	one	full	cycle.	As	a	first	approximation,	we	can	use	the	RF	wavelength	as	an	estimate	of	L.	The	receive	phase	variation	can	be	considered	negligible	when	the	∆:;	term	in	Equation	4	dominates,	which	can	be	formulated	as	when	26∆:;<= ≫ 	W[/ 	,	which	corresponds	to	the	condition	∆:;	<=	v ≫ WJ.	Assuming	a	typical	value	for	∆:;	(1	Hz)	and	20cm	for	v,	leads	to	WJ ww ≪ 	0.2	<=[w.].	This	shows	that,	for	long	echo	time,	such	as	the	~25	ms	TE	used	in	the	host	sequence,	the	W[/ 	term	is	negligible	for	motion	up	to	around	5	mm	(and	indeed	it	was	neglected	in	Equation	(	1	)).		However,	in	the	case	of	large	motion	and	short	echo-times,	the	estimates	given	by	Equation	(	5	)	are	expected	to	contain	significant	bias	–	which	can	be	exacerbated	by	the	short	echo-times	used	for	the	FatNav.	A	single-echo	FatNav	might	therefore	falsely	attribute	a	fraction	of	the	measured	phase	changes	to	being	due	to	changes	in	B0	–	as	it	will	also	be	sensitive	to	W[/ .	This	is	why	in	this	study	we	compared	the	estimated	correction	terms	from	the	first-echo	of	the	FatNav	against	those	from	dual-echo	–	as	well	as	comparing	the	effect	this	has	on	the	corrected	images	themselves	–	to	test	whether	a	single-echo	FatNav	would	be	sufficient	for	the	chosen	sequence	parameters.	
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Figure	1:	Example	data	from	a	single	subject	with	a	5	Hz/m	offset	in	the	x	direction	every	other	volume.	(A)	Mean	B0	difference	between	breathing	peaks	and	troughs	in	the	fat	layer,	after	masking	for	fat	signal.	(B)	Mean	B0	field	across	entire	fat	signal	mask	vs	time.	Markers	represent	the	peaks	and	troughs	of	respiration,	used	to	derive	the	plot	(A).	(C)	Spectra	of	the	time-courses	of	the	estimated	linear	field	change	in	z	derived	from	both	consecutive	volume	difference	(CVD)	and	double	linear	interpolation	difference	(DLID)	methods,	in	arbitrary	units	[a.u.].			
	
Figure	2:	Gradient	offsets	measured	across	volunteers.	Error	bars	show	+-	1	standard	deviation.		 	
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Figure	3:	Representative	reconstructions	example	for	the	high-resolution	scan	while	deep-breathing.	Abbreviations	stand	for:	raw	reconstruction	(Raw),	motion	correction	only	(MC),	motion	and	zeroth	order	B0	corrections,	and	motion	and	first	order	B0	corrections.	The	bottom	right	is	the	absolute	difference	between	both	B0	order	corrections,	multiplied	by	5.	All	images	use	the	same	color-map.	Red	arrows	highlight	regions	where	improvements	can	be	most	clearly	observed	with	increasing	levels	of	correction.	
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Figure	4:	Estimated	motion	and	field	parameters	for	the	scan	of	Figure	3	(volunteer	4),		where	the	volunteer	was	asked	to	breathe	deeply.			
	
Figure	5:	Estimated	motion	and	field	parameters	for	the	deep	breathing	scan	of	volunteer	2.		 	
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Figure	6:	Representative	reconstructions	example	for	the	high-resolution	scan	while	subject	breathed	naturally.		Figure	organization	is	as	in	Figure	3.	
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Figure	7:	Estimated	motion	and	field	parameters	for	the	scan	of	Figure	3	(volunteer	1),		where	the	volunteer	was	asked	to	breathe	normally.			
	
Figure	8:	Representative	motion	and	first-order	B0	corrected	images	in	the	deep-breathing	scan.	First	column	is	using	both	echoes	from	the	FatNavs	to	estimate	the	field	changes,	whereas	the	second	column	uses	only	the	first	echo.	The	third	column	is	the	absolute	difference	times	5.	Red	arrows	indicate	regions	where	slight	depreciative	change	of	image	quality	can	be	found	compared	to	the	image	without	the	red	arrow.	
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Figure	9:	Difference	between	the	dual-echo	and	first	echo	field	coefficient	estimates.	The	scans	shown	are	those	where	the	volunteers	moved	the	most	(both	during	the	natural	breathing	scan).	Both	the	raw	difference	and	the	first-order	motion-regressed	difference	are	shown.	The	horizontal	black	lines	represent	the	constant	zero	value.			
	
Figure	10:	Bar	plots	showing	the	relative	reduction	of	image	gradient	entropy	between	the	raw	images	and	the	different	corrected	images	for	both	deep	breathing	and	natural	breathing	scans.		 	
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Supporting	Figure	S1:	Bloch	simulation	of	the	water	signal	during	the	high-resolution	GRE	protocol	with	FatNav	inclusion.	Dashed	lines	represent	the	steady	state	in	absence	of	FatNavs.	The	green	line	is	the	white	to	gray	matter	contrast.	The	point-spread	functions	associated	to	these	signals	are	found	by	zero-padding	and	shifting	before	taking	the	Fourier	transform	to	account	for	the	host	sequence	partial	Fourier.	They	show	a	resolution	loss	of	less	than	2.2%.		
	
Supporting	Figure	S2:	FatNavs	without	gradient	offsets	or	partial	Fourier	were	acquired.	Field	change	coefficients	were	estimated	using	both	all	the	measured	data,	or	after	partial	Fourier	simulation	(in	x	and	y).	The	RMSE	between	fully-sampled	and	partial	Fourier	reconstructions	are		0.1	Hz	for	the	0th	order	term,	and	1.8	/	2.5	/	4	Hz/m	for	the	x	/	y	/	z	directions.	The	higher	value	on	z	is	probably	due	to	breathing	during	sampling,	which	is	almost	twice	as	long	for	this	protocol	than	for	the	one	used	in	the	rest	of	the	study	(which	uses	partial	Fourier).		
